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摘 要：提出并实验研究了一种宽带可调谐微波频率梳（MFC）的产生方案。首先，通过单频电信号调

制一个分布反馈半导体激光器（DFB-SL1），可以得到包含多条梳线的种子光学频率梳（OFC）；然后，

将种子 OFC送入一个受同样单频信号驱动的相位调制器，可得到具有更多梳线的优化 OFC；最后，将

优化OFC注入到另一个DFB-SL（DFB-SL2）中，其输出通过光电转换后以获得宽带MFC。实验结果

表明，采用频率为 2.9 GHz的单频电信号，通过优化注入功率和两个DFB-SLs之间的频率失谐，可以获

得幅度变化在±5 dB内带宽为 55.1 GHz的MFC，且每条梳线的相位噪声均低于−98.66 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz。
通过改变单频电信号的频率并选择合适的工作参数，可以产生梳距可调谐的宽带MFC。
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0 Introduction

Semiconductor Lasers（SLs） can be driven into diverse dynamical states after introducing external
perturbation such as current modulation［1］，optical injection［2-4］，optical feedback［5-7］，and photoelectric feedback［8-9］.
Such nonlinear dynamics states can be applied to many fields，including chaotic communication［10-12］，random
number generation［13-15］，reservoir computing［16-18］，Optical Frequency Comb（OFC）［19-21］，and Microwave
Frequency Comb（MFC）generation［22-23］，etc.

MFC plays an important role in satellite communication，remote sensing and anti-interference detection［24-27］
due to its unique virtue of providing multiple continuous microwave signals simultaneously. Therefore，different
acquisition methods of MFCs have aroused wide concerns，where the schemes based on the nonlinear dynamic
states of SLs have been proposed for generating MFC. In 2009，based on an SL injected by a regular pulse
from another SL under photoelectric feedback，JUAN Yushan et al experimentally generated an MFC with a
comb spacing of 990 MHz and a continuous bandwidth of 20.0 GHz within a ±5 dB amplitude variation ［28］. In
2017， based on a current modulated SL under Continuous Wave （CW） optical injection， our group
experimentally generated an MFC with a bandwidth of 57.6 GHz within a 5 dB amplitude variation. The Single
Sideband（SSB）phase noise of each comb lines is lower than −86.00 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz［29］. However，the low
frequency region spanning from 0 GHz to 8.4 GHz is excluded since the comb lines within this region possess
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extremely strong power relative to other comb lines. In 2018，based on a SL subject to a regular pulse injection
from a current modulated SL，our group proposed and experimentally another scheme for generating MFCs，
the continuous bandwidth is defined as the continuous frequency range within a ±5 dB amplitude variation
calculated from DC arrives at 33.6 GHz，and the SSB phase noises of all comb lines are decreased to a level
below −90.90 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz［30］. Moreover，the comb spacing of the generated MFCs can be continuously
adjusted from 1.0 GHz to 5.5 GHz. In 2020，ALMULLA M proposed a generation scheme of MFC based on a
SL optically injected by another SL under strong intensity-modulation，and the simulated results show that a
MFC with a comb spacing of 3.0 GHz and a bandwidth of 51.0 GHz within a ±5 dB amplitude variation can be
obtained and the comb spacing can be continuously tuned between 1.0~10.0 GHz［31］. In the same year，ZHAO
Wu et al experimentally demonstrated a scheme for generating MFC based on an integrated mutually coupled
distributed feedback SL［32］. After excluding the comb lines within the region of（0，8.0 GHz）due to their too
strong power，the continuous bandwidth arrives at 40.0 GHz（from 8.0 GHz to 48.0 GHz）within a ±5 dB
amplitude variation，and the SSB phase noises of all comb lines are lower than −73.33 dBc/Hz @10 kHz.

For practical applications，it is expected that MFCs possess tunable comb spacing and large continuous
bandwidth calculated from DC. Based on our previous work［30］，through further introducing phase-modulation
technique，we proposed and experimentally demonstrated a novel scheme for acquiring tunable MFCs with a
larger continuous bandwidth. The experimental results show that， after introducing phase-modulation
technique，the performances of generated MFCs can be improved，and the continuous bandwidth can be
extended to 55.1 GHz（from DC to 55.1 GHz）within a ±5 dB amplitude variation. In addition，the influences
of some critical parameters on the performances of generated MFC are analyzed systematically.

1 Experimental setup

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of our proposed experimental system for generating MFC，in which two
commercial 1 550 nm DFB-SLs are utilized. Each laser is driven by a high stability and low noise current
temperature controller（ILX-Lightwave，LCD-3724C），and the accuracies of current and temperature are
0.01 mA and 0.01 ℃，respectively. A driving single-tone electrical signal provided by a microwave frequency
synthesizer（MFS，Agilent E8257C），is divided into two parts by a 50/50 power divider. One part is loaded
into DFB-SL1 after passing a Variable Electrical Attenuator（VEA）and an Electrical Amplifier（EA，Agilent

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for generating tunable broadband MFC
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83006A），and the other part is sent to a Phase Modulator（PM，Ixblue MPZ-LN-20）through a Phase Shifter
（PS，Model 6705K）. The PS is utilized to realize the phase matching. Under large signal current modulation，
DFB-SL1 can output a seed OFC including a few comb lines，which is sent to PM after passing through an
Variable Optical Attenuator（VOA）and a Polarization Controller（PC）for generating an promoted OFC with
more comb lines. Next，the promoted OFC output from PM is injected into DFB-SL2 after an Erbium Doped
Fiber Amplifier（EDFA），a 20/80 fiber coupler（FC1）and an Optical Circular（OC）. The 20% part of FC1 is
connected with an optical power meter for measuring injection power Pinj. Finally，the output optical signal from
DFB-SL2 is divided into two parts by another 20/80 fiber coupler（FC2）. The 20% part is sent to an optical
spectrum analyzer（OSA，Aragon Photonics BOSA lite + ，20 MHz resolution） for monitoring optical
spectrum，and the 80% part is converted into electrical signals by a photo-detector（PD，U2T-XPDV3120R，
75.0 GHz）for generating MFC. The performances of generated MFC can be analyzed through recording power
spectrum and SSB phase noise curve by an electrical spectrum analyzer（ESA，R&S®FSW，67.0 GHz
bandwidth）.

2 Results and discussion
Fig. 2 gives Power-Current（P-I）curves（upper row）and relaxation oscillation frequencies（below row）

as a function of bias current for free-running DFB-SL1 （left column） and DFB-SL2 （right column）
respectively. The circles and lines in（c）and（d）represent measured values and fitted values respectively. The
temperature of DFB-SL1 and DFB-SL2 is set at 17.91 ℃ and 20.90 ℃，respectively. During the following
experiment，the temperature of DFB-SL1 is fixed at 17.91 ℃，and the frequency detuning Δf between the two
DFB-SLs is adjusted by changing the temperature of DFB-SL2. As shown in this diagram，the threshold
current（Ith）is 8.50 mA for DFB-SL1 and 9.00 mA for DFB-SL2. In this experiment，the bias current of DFB-
SL1 and DFB-SL2 is stabilized at 25.00 mA and 23.00 mA，respectively. Under this case，the relaxation

Fig. 2 Experimentally measured power-current curves and relaxation oscillation frequencies as a function of bias current for free-
running DFB-SL1 and DFB-SL2，respectively
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oscillation frequency of DFB-SL1 and DFB-SL2 is 8.9 GHz and 7.6 GHz，respectively.
First，a single-tone electrical signal with large amplitude is loaded on DFB-SL1 for generating a seed

OFC. Fig.3（a）displays the optical spectrum of the seed OFC under modulation frequency fmod=2.9 GHz and
modulation power Pmod=12 dBm，and the corresponding power spectrum is presented in Fig. 3（b）. In this
work，referring to Refs.［28-32］，the MFC bandwidth is defined as the continuous frequency range within a
±5 dB amplitude variation calculated from DC. As shown in this diagram，under a large signal current
modulation，the output of DFB-SL1 is a narrow-band OFC. Correspondingly，there are few comb lines
emerging in the power spectrum. Next，the seed OFC is sent to a PM driven by the same single-tone electrical
signal as that loaded on DFB-SL1. The optical spectrum and power spectrum output from PM are given in
Fig.3（c）and（d）. Obviously，a promoted OFC with more comb lines is generated due to high-order sidebands
stimulated by PM. However，from Fig. 3（d），it can be seen that the comb lines are still few，which is similar
with that in Fig. 3（b）. Finally，the promoted OFC is injected into DFB-SL2，and the optical spectrum and

Fig. 3 Optical spectra（left column）and power spectra（right column）output from DFB-SL1，PM and DFB-SL2. The gray
curves in power spectra denote the noise floor，and the resolution bandwidth（RBW）of ESA is 100 kHz
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power spectrum are displayed in Fig. 3（e）and（f）under frequency detuning Δf=37.4 GHz and injection power
Pinj=6.8 mW. As shown in Fig. 3（e），except the regenerated injection OFC，another sub-OFC can be
observed located nearby the red-shifted central wavelength of DFB-SL2（λs）. Under this case，the whole OFC
can be regarded as the combination of two sub-OFCs. After photoelectric conversion by a PD，a broadband
MFC can be obtained，and the largest bandwidth of the MFC can be arrived at 55.1 GHz（from DC to 55.1 GHz）
within a ±5 dB amplitude variation（Fig. 3（f））under a phase shift of 30.9° . In the following discussions，the
phase shift is fixed at this value.

In order to characterize the purity of comb lines of the generated MFCs，we measured the SSB phase noise
curves of the comb lines，where the operating parameters are taken as the same as those in Fig.3（e）and（f）.
Fig. 4（a）shows the SSB phase noise curves for fmod（red curves），13fmod（blue curves）and 22fmod（black curves）
comb lines. It can be seen that a higher order comb line will induce a stronger SSB phase noise. Figure 4（b）is
the SSB phase noise at 10 kHz frequency offset of fmod，4fmod，7fmod，10fmod，13fmod，16fmod，19fmod and 22fmod comb
lines. The SSB phase noise of the first comb line is the smallest，which is about −110.50 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz.
With the increase of the comb line order，the SSB phase noises generally show an upward trend. For 19fmod
comb line，which is the highest order comb line included in the bandwidth，the SSB phase noise is about
− 98.66 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz. Therefore，the SSB phase noises of all comb lines included in the 55.1 GHz
bandwidth can be guaranteed below −98.66 dBc/Hz @ 10 kHz.

Above results are obtained under the case that the operating parameters fmod，Pinj and Δf are taken optimized
values. Based on the results in Fig. 3， in order to generate a high-quality MFC，the red-shifted central
wavelength（λs）of DFB-SL2 should locate at one of the high-order sideband of the promoted OFC. Since λs is
depended on Pinj and Δf，Pinj and Δf should be two key parameters to affect the performances of generated
MFCs. Figure 5 shows the optical spectrum and power spectrum output from DFB-SL2 under（fmod，Pmod）=
（2.9 GHz，12 dBm）and Pinj=6.8 mW with Δf=2.4 GHz，34.0 GHz，35.1 GHz，and 53.4 GHz，respectively，
where the gray curves in power spectra denote the noise floor，and the resolution bandwidth（RBW）of ESA is
100 kHz. As shown in Fig. 5（a）and（b），for a relatively small frequency detuning Δf=2.4 GHz，most of comb
lines in two sub-OFCs overlap. As a result，the bandwidth of generated MFC is small. Fig. 5（c）and（d）are
the optical spectrum and power spectrum under Δf=34.0 GHz. It can be seen that，λs is locked to high-order
sidebands of promoted OFC，and meanwhile the intensities of comb lines are appropriate. Therefore，the MFC
possesses a relatively large continuous bandwidth. For Δf=35.1 GHz（Fig.5（e）and（f）），λs is located at the
middle of two high-order sidebands of promoted OFC. As a result，there are some sub-harmonics appearing in
the power spectrum. For a too large Δf=53.4 GHz（Fig.5（g）and（h）），since two sub-OFCs separate too far，
the generated MFC possesses weak amplitude flatness.

In order to show the influence of Δf on the bandwidth of generated MFC，Fig. 6 displays the bandwidth
varied with Δf under（fmod，Pmod）=（2.9 GHz，12 dBm）and Pinj=6.8 mW. For −9.0 GHz ≤Δf ≤3.6 GHz，the

Fig. 4 SSB phase noise curves for fmod（red curves），13fmod（blue curves）and 22fmod（black curves）come lines，and SSB phase
noises at 10 kHz frequency offset of representative fmod，4fmod，7fmod，10fmod，13fmod，16fmod，19fmod and 22fmod comb lines
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Fig. 5 Optical spectra（left column）and power spectra（right column）output from DFB-SL2 with different Δf
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MFC bandwidths maintain at 2.9 GHz，i. e. there is only one comb line within a ±5 dB amplitude variation
calculated from DC. For 4.8GHz ≤Δf ≤37.4 GHz，with the increase of Δf，the bandwidth of MFCs behave a
oscillation trend. The maximum bandwidth is about 55.1 GHz obtained under Δf=37.4 GHz. For Δf>37.4 GHz，
the bandwidth of the generated MFC is relatively small due to too far apart between two sub-OFCs. The reason
for such a varied trend may be explained as follow. As mentioned above，λs is depended on Δf，and therefore the
sub-OFC nearby λs will shift when Δf is varied. With the increase of Δf，the minimum comb line interval
between two sub-OFCs is periodically varied within［0，fmod］，and meanwhile the intensity of each comb is also
varied. Therefore，the bandwidth of generated MFC behaves complex varied trend. Additionally，the definition
of bandwidth adopted in this work is another factor to result in the severe oscillation within 4.8 GHz≤Δ f ≤
37.4 GHz.

Besides frequency detuning Δf，injection power is another key parameter. We fix Δf at 37.4 GHz and
inspect the influence of Pinj on the bandwidth of generated MFC，and the results are given in Fig.7. Here，（fmod，
Pmod）=（2.9 GHz，12 dBm），which is the same as that used in Fig. 6. As shown in this diagram，with the
increase of Pinj，the MFC bandwidth first increases，reaches its maximum value of 55.1 GHz，and then
decreases. Such a varied trend is similar with that reported in Ref.［30］，and the physical mechanism is the
same as that in Ref.［30］.

The above results show that， through optimizing the injection parameters， an MFC with a broad
bandwidth can be generated，where the comb spacing is determined by the frequency of the single-tone
electrical signal. As a result，the comb spacing can be flexibly tuned by adjusting the frequency of single-tone
electrical signal. Fig. 8 shows the power spectra of the generated MFC under different fmod，where（a）~（f）
correspond to fmod=1.7 GHz，2.9 GHz，4.0 GHz，5.3 GHz，6.4 GHz，and 7.5 GHz，respectively，where the
gray curves denote the noise floor，and the resolution bandwidth（RBW） of ESA is 100 kHz. It should be
pointed out that，for a given fmod，the other parameters are taken their optimized values for obtained the results
shown in this diagram. For different fmod，the bandwidths of MFCs obtained under optimized parameters are

Fig. 6 Bandwidth as a function of frequency detuning Δf Fig. 7 Bandwidth as a function of injection power Pinj
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different，and the bandwidths of all MFCs are more than 42.5 GHz. Therefore，by varying the frequency of the
driving electrical signal and selecting the optimized operating parameters，a broadband and tunable MFC can be
generated via this proposed scheme.

3 Conclusion

In summary，we propose a scheme for generating broadband tunable MFC based on a modulated optical
injection SL，and the performances of the generated MFC are experimentally investigated. DFB-SL1 under a
strong current modulation is first used to generate a seed OFC for such a scheme. Next，the seed OFC is sent
into a phase modulator to obtain a promoted OFC with multiple comb lines. Finally，the promoted OFC is
further injected into DFB-SL2 to generate a broadband MFC by beating the optical output of DFB-SL2 into an
electrical signal via a photo-detector. The experimental results show that，for a given modulation parameters
with（fmod，Pmod）=（2.9 GHz，12 dBm），a broadband MFC with 55.1 GHz bandwidth within a ±5 dB
amplitude variation calculated from DC can be obtained under injection parameters（Δ f，Pinj）=（37.4 GHz，
6.8 mW），and the SSB phase noises of all comb lines included in the 55.1 GHz bandwidth are below
−98.66 dBc/Hz@10 kHz. Also，the variations of optimized MFC bandwidth with the frequency detuning and
injection power are analyzed. It should be pointed out that，the bandwidth of the generated MFC may be further
enhanced through optimizing other operating parameters such as the bias current of DFB-SL and the modulation
intensity Pmod.
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Broadband Tunable Microwave Frequency Comb Generation Based on
Modulated Optical Injection Semiconductor Laser

LIU Na1，2，FAN Li3，XIA Guangqiong1，2，WU Zhengmao1，2
（1 School of Physical Science and Technology，Southwest University，Chongqing 400715，China）
（2 Chongqing Key Laboratory of Micro & Nano Structure Optoelectronics，Southwest University，

Chongqing 400715，China）
（3 School of Electronic and Information Engineering，Southwest University，Chongqing 400715，China）

Abstract：Microwave Frequency Comb（（MFC） has the unique advantage of simultaneously providing
multiple continuous microwave signals and then plays an important role in some application fields such as
satellite communication， remote sensing， distance measurement， and anti-interference detection. At
present，sustained efforts have been paid to explore novel techniques to generate the MFCs signal with
adjustable comb distance，pure comb line，power balance and broad bandwidth. In this work，a system
scheme for generating broadband tunable MFC based on a modulated optical injection Semiconductor Laser
（SL） is proposed and experimentally investigated. First，via a distributed feedback semiconductor laser
（DFB-SL1） strongly modulated by a single-tone electrical signal，a seed Optical Frequency Comb
（OFC） including a few comb lines can be obtained. Next，the seed OFC is sent into a phase modulator
driven by the same single-tone electrical signal as that loaded on the DFB-SL1，thus a promoted OFC
with more comb lines can be obtained. Finally，the promoted OFC is injected into another DFB-SL（DFB-
SL2），except the regenerated injection OFC，another sub-OFC can be observed located nearby the red-
shifted central wavelength of DFB-SL2. In this case，the whole OFC can be regarded as a combination of
two sub-OFCs，and then a broadband MFC can be obtained through converting the output of DFB-SL2
into electrical signal by a photo-detector. The experimental results show that，by utilizing a single-tone
electrical signal with a frequency of 2.9 GHz，under optimized injection power and frequency detuning
between two DFB-SLs，an MFC with 55.1 GHz bandwidth within a ±5 dB amplitude variation can be
obtained，where the phase noise of each comb line is maintained below − 98.66 dBc/Hz at 10 kHz
frequency offset. Through varying the frequency of the single-tone electrical signal and selecting matched
operating parameters，the comb spacing of generated broadband MFC can be tuned. Also，the variations of
optimized MFC bandwidth with the frequency detuning Δ f and injection power Pinj are analyzed. For
− 9.0 GHz≤Δf ≤3.6 GHz，there is only one comb line within a ±5 dB amplitude variation calculated
from DC，and the MFC bandwidth maintains at 2.9 GHz. For 4.8 GHz ≤ Δf ≤ 37.4 GHz，with the
increase of Δf，the minimum comb line interval between two sub-OFCs is periodically varied within［0，
fmod］，and meanwhile the intensity of each comb is also varied. Therefore，the bandwidth of generated
MFC behaves a complex varied trend. The maximum bandwidth is about 55.1 GHz obtained under Δf=
37.4 GHz. For Δf >37.4 GHz，the bandwidth of the generated MFC is relatively small due to too far apart
between two sub-OFCs. Considering the red-shift induced by the optical injection，the beat frequency is
not located at the frequency detuning between the two DFB-SLs. Besides frequency detuning Δf，injection
power Pinj is another key parameter. With the increase of the injection power，the red-shift is more severe，
and higher frequency comb lines will be enhanced，which leads to the variation of the distribution of MFCs.
For a fixed Δf=37.4 GHz，with the increase of Pinj，the MFC bandwidth first increases，after reaches its
maximum value of 55.1 GHz，and then decreases.
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